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Stealing Visitors From YouTube Made Easy If you want a simple step-by-step formula for creating

genuine, easy success with your videos then please stick around. Here's the kicker...the missing piece of

the puzzle. Your videos can be hugely successful - and highly profitable - even if they don't get many

views. You don't need a huge audience. The simple truth is...all you need to do is turn viewers into

do-ers. Make them follow your commands. What's better? A video that a million people see and ignore.

Or a video that gets a tiny audience of one thousand, yet sends 700 of them running to your website?

Exactly. And what if you could crank out powerfully effective videos in a few minutes, just by following a

simple formula? How many would you make? Sounds good, doesn't it? And that's the point...it should be

easy and predictable. Rinse and repeatable... Just add these 7 key ingredients to your next video, and I

guarantee your visitors will be ditching YouTube and flying straight to your website faster than a nun on a

skateboard! Here what you'll discover: How To Correctly Craft Your Title: It stands to reason...You won't

get any visitors if nobody watches your video. Copy the psychological strings I pull to suck people

in...fast. Don't Fight _____ ______, How To Use It Your Advantage: One of the simplest, yet brutally

effective ways to increase your conversions is to make your visitors ______! A Criminally Under-Used,

Yet Strikingly Powerful Technique: Force viewers to your website...easily...by stealing this method, dating

back to the silent picture era. 3 Reasons Why 'Watermarking' Your Videos Isn't As Effective As You Might

Think, And What You Can Do About It: Willie Crawford called this 'Brilliant' when he saw it... Using

_________ Gets Eyeballs. Lots Of Them: Apart from a slideshow of semi-naked Swedish models, this is

just about the quickest way to get people talking about your videos! Why You Should ______ The ______

From More Popular Videos: This is a no-brainer. Don't even think about uploading a video until you do

this. I Even Talk About Some White & Grey-Hat Ways To Improve Your Traffic: Do they pass the test? If

just ONE of the methods I show you brings you ONE extra paying customer, you'll already be in profit

from this fully guaranteed system.
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